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                                      DRONE RECORDS NEWsFLASH            ҉                              DECEMBER  2023 / JANUARY 2024                        ҉     
 
Dear Droners, here's the year ending update for December '23 / January '24 (6th Newsflash in 2023) ! 
In a difficult year and setting we can offer you again some interesting aural artefacts. Big droning thanks to all supporters and friends! 
 
LABEL ANNOUNCEMENT:  two new albums in our CD series "SYM", out in January '24 !!:  

CONTRASTATE - Life without Agriculture   CD  (Drone Records  SYM:05) :  an album as "re-imagining" some of the DADAist, futurist, and surrealist clubs 

of the 20th century, from Moscow 1918 over Tehran 1966 to Münster 1997; a multifaceted and surprising work by the British performance trio 

MOLJEBKA PVLSE  - Topography of Frequency and Time    CD     (Drone Records  SYM:06)  

  the Swedish ambient experimental and electro-acoustic project with the sixth release in our new CD series, applying the concept of TOPOGRAPHY to sounds  

  and time, which can be interpretated 'geographically' like a landscape in a similar way..                           PRE ORDER NOW!! 

 
  [  .. as alway, after countless hours of listening, we can't help to name some personal recommendations: ] 
JIM HAYNES - Inauspicious     LP   (Helen Scarsdale)  -  masterful new album by the Californian decay ambient composer, really "archaic" drone music, swirling like a lava  
                          maelstrom in your veins..  
MURMER - Periodic Exercises in (f)utility [homework 2016-2022]    do-CD   ( Kokeshidisk / taalem)  -  awesome field and object recording "ambience" (sounds from harbours,  
                     water, grain, oil, nylon strings..) with a special emotional touch and sensitivity 
ZSOLT SORES - Astro-Noetic Chiasm  (Ahad's Flux Worlds 2)    LP   (Fourth Dim) - the Hungarian sound artist with a stunning 42 min. multi-layered & massive, instrumental  
                              based / electro-acoustic drone piece, performed live at "Ultraschall Berlin" in Jan. 2022 
V.A. - Musical Offering  [Музыкальное Приношение]     CD    (Cold Spring) -   historic recordings (1971) made with the fascinating Soviet AMS synth (you can 'draw' music  
                                       wiithout notes) from contemporary Russian composers... for the first time on CD! 
GIOVANNI LAMI - Monumento Fiume     LP   (Kohlhaas)  -  sound study of the "anthropic landscape" of Cotignola (Ravenna, Italy), the memory and character of a certain region  
                                is transfered and condensed into an unusual electronic composition 
JANA WINDEREN - The Blue Beyond    LP    (Touch)  - two ound installations in order to raise awareness for the environmental issues of our society, contains fascinatinng  
                                 Ocean and Underwater recordings + processings 
 
NR.  ARTIST / TITLE FORMAT LABEL & CAT-NR YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  

1 AJNA - The Enigma of Sirius CD Winter-Light WIN046 2022 

inspired by the myth of SRIUS (the highest fixed star in historic times) this AJNA 
album could be understood as a musical phantasy on how ancient tribes (The 
Dogon, The Egyptians, The Sumerians) got in touch with extraterrestrial 
forces.... => extremely choral-like, cinematic elevation drones, filled with 
awestruck sensations, when a higher being is suddenly "present"... - lim. 300  

€14,00 

2 ALVA NOTO - Kinder der Sonne CD Noton N-058 2023 

very ambient + romantic soundtrack to the theater piece "Komplizen" by SIMON 
STONE, the title is inspired by MAXIM GORKY's play "Children of the Sun"... - 
*takes the listener into a sonic journey of emotional tension and release, 
revealing a particular kind of sci-fi lust fused with a suite of modern, minimalist 
ambient classical...* - comes w. oversized 8-panel foldout cover  

€17,50 

3 ALVA NOTO - This Stolen Country of Mine CD Noton N-059CD 2023 

soundtrack to the documentary film from MARC WIESE, dealing with 
ECUADOR and the exploitation of the country through foreign investors.. - *Alva 
Noto's music subtly accompanies the struggle of a mountain village, immersing 
you into the film's narrative and pathos. Across nineteen compositions, the 
music exposes and holds back when the images and statements of the 
protagonists speak for themselves, reflecting the dark shadows and the glares 
of hope of communal resistance.* - oversized 8 panel fold out cover 

€17,50 

4 AMBARCHI, OREN & SCOTT HORSCROFT / HADO HO 12" Textile Records Vynile 2006 the "Textile Vynile Serie" was a 12" / 45 rpm Avant / Electronic series by Textile €10,00 
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- 19 Guitars / Sonic Wave 2002 Stereo Action  Serie 05 Records (from 2001-2004) with nine 12" releases: Nr. 5 has a great flickering 
piece of resonating guitar tones and sounds by AMBARCHI & HORSCROFT on 
Side A, on Side B we find TAKEHITO NAKAZATO aka HADO-HO with a 
groaning + buzzing abstract analogue piece, "feedback noises, bad cable 
connections, loud mic tapping, electric hum, feedback squeals..." - Warehouse 
found, absolute last copies !! 

5 
AMENRA / CAVE IN / MARISSA NADLER - Songs of 
Townes van Zandt Vol. III 

LP 
My Proud Mountain 
MPM029LP / Neurot 
Recordings  

2022 
a deeply emotional compilation with cover versions of TOWNES VAN ZANDT 
songs, the dark / desparate US American folk singer... each artist has 3 tracks, 
the "atmospheric sludge metal" band from Belgium AMENRA shows their most 
melancholic and sensitive side... limited colour vinyl ed.  

€25,00 

6 ANIMA SOUND - Underground Altena  LP Alga Marghen plana-A 
48NMN166 2022 

unreleased recordings from 1973 / Burg Altena, the project of LIMPE FUCHS 
and PAUL FUCHS.. - *Largely rendered on a striking array of instruments, 
invented and played by the couple, its otherworldly, visionary sounds upend 
nearly every perception held about underground music transpiring in Germany 
during this period. Wild, wonderful, truly free, and inspiring as records come.*  

€21,50 

7 ASIA NOVA - Burns Alive! CD Avalanche Organization 
AVORG 4 2023 

re-issue of a rare CDr from 2008 with finest quality live recrodings from their 
2007 tour with TROUM through Europe; 70+ minutes of deeply ethereal, 
heavenly melancholic handplayed psychedelic / transcendental drone 
ambience, incl. the long "Arabian Aria" bonus impro session from Trieste... - 
ASIA NOVA is: the two members from VOICE OF EYE, plus URE THRALL - 4 
panel digipak with numbered inlay card, lim. 100 only !! 

€14,00 

8 
ATKINSON, FELICIA / RICHARD CHARTIER - Ni envers 
ni endroit que cette roche brulante / Recurrence. 
Expansion  

LP Portraits GRM - SPGRM 
008 2023 

an extremely subtle piece by F. ATKINSON based on sparse electronics, voice, 
piano and field recordings, dedicated to the US-American painter GEORGIA 
O'KEEFFE, meant as meditation, a reflection on the art of creation (not 
meditative music); RICHARD CHARTIER works further on humming, pulsing 
drone music where "sounds, space, listening and silence" are becoming a new 
entity in a changed space-time, "a music of discreet metamorphosis"..  

€20,00 

9 BAKER, AIDAN / JÖRG SCHNEIDER - Schneider Baker LP Broken Spine Prod. / 
Schneider Collabs # 11 2022 

inspiring and creative collaboration between German drummer JÖRG 
SCHNEIDER and AIDAN BAKER on guitar, on 7 tracks they form drone / jazz / 
impro audio figurations with unusual sounds and arrangements, at times 
introspective, at times brooding and more hypnotic.. very pure and basic, with a 
sensible ear for all appearing noises and tunes...  

€20,00 

10 BALDRUIN - Relikte aus der Zukunft  LP BUH Records BR169 2023 

this German artist, raised in a small Bavarian village near a church and serving 
as altar boy, developed an ongoing interest in transcendental and mysterious 
atmospheres; this surprising LP on the Peruvian label BUH is another journey 
into a bizarre fairy-tale world based on electronic miniatures and acoustic 
hallucinations.. * The gloomiest soundscapes can jump into a ship fueled by 
retro sci-fi arpeggios, the solemn can turn to rejoice, and a star can shrink into a 
fireplace.* - lim. 300 

€27,50 

11 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - Faraway from Light CD Luca Sia 014 / Show Me 
Your Wounds Prod.  2016 

intense work based on field recordings made in the Teufelsberg towers in Berlin, 
this place with incredible history and the resonances of the empty buildings 
served as inspiration and concrete sound basis, the central track "The 
Addiction" moves into multi-layered drone noise and back to the pure bleak 
groaning and squeaking of the materials, before it all collapses in sheer metallic 
noise.. - lim. 190 copies digipak 

€13,00 

12 
BONNET, FRANCOIS & STEPHEN O'MALLEY - Cylene 
II 

do-LP Drag City - DC880 2023 

second part of the CYLENE project, comes in special oversized cover, high 
price unavoidable! - *..taking form in a myriad of contexts ranging from common 
practice to recording sessions, concerts and tours. Cylene II bears witness to 
these different contexts, offering a multifaceted sound signature developed on 
different occasions...*  

€35,00 

13 
CORDIER, ERIC + JEAN LUC GUIONETT - De Proche 
en Proche 

CD Monotype Records 
mono061 2013 

ERIC CORDIER: amplified and effected Hurdy-Gurdy (Drehorgel), J-L. 
GUIONNET: amplified church organ => a live recording made in Metz, France, 
in Feb. 2004, 5 movements 72+ minutes => the noises from the room and the 
rattling instruments merge gradually with the drones and tones of the organs, 
this has a nice intimate impro drone quality, quite special and surprising..  

€12,00 
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14 
CORRAL SHUT / RESIDUAL / TYHJÄ PÄÄ / HAUDAT - 
same 

CD Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-64 2023 

"Magnetic Tape Lullaby": four projects from the new wave of Finnish (harsh) 
noise artists on one CD, on the amazing label SATATUHATTA, known as a 
platform for non-standard, more handmade and object-based compositions, or 
unusual noise sounds.. - *On top of everything, on this split they've found a 
common thread to make this release feel like a proper album, a rarely achieved 
feat with splits or compilations..*  

€12,50 

15 COURTIS / WEHOWSKY - Return of the Stone Spirits  CD 
Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt139 / BLACK 
SERIES NEGRO 3 

2007 

REYNOLS particles meet P16.D4 / RLW dust - we offer the very last copies now 
for a special, lim. 300 luxus cover: - *sie benutzen Gitarre und verschiedene 
Violinen, sowie 'stuff in plastic bag' - teils ist das ein furioser Noise-Blast, teils 
wirkt es wie geräuschflächige Unebenheiten, die wie verschmutzte Partikel 
durch den Äther wirbeln..aber auch ganz ruhige Kratz- & Summsounds, die wie 
atmosphärische Störungen scheinen, oder hörbar gemachte 
Luftdruckveränderungen* [Drone Rec] €7,00 

16 
DALLAS, VINCENT & MOOZZHEAD - Controlled Chaos 
& Sound 

CD + MC box Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-41 2022 

the title says it all: this extreme harsh collaboration from Belgium's VINCENT 
DALLAS with long going Finnish noiser MOOZZHEAD (early inspired by 
EARACHE, SKIN CHAMBER and MERZBOW), recorded in various sessions in 
Belgium... the CD comes with C-24 tape inside a silkscreen box with inlays and 
sticker, lim. 200 and sold out at the label !! 

€18,00 

17 
DE FABRIEK / ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Rooie 
Disco / Disco Rojo 

do-CD UNIFAB TAPES 003 2023 
very rare split release by the veterans of old school electro industrial and mail 
art experimentalism: artful packaging, NEW recordings made in 2022, comes in 
a silkscreened TIN CAN box, housed inside a very fragile, stamped outer bag 
with diverse inserts, lim. 150 copies !! WE GOT THE VERY LAST COPIES !!! 

€28,00 

18 DESACCORD MAJEUR - La Lumiere des Jours CD Taalem - alm144 2023 

the outstanding French electro / ethno ambient project ("fragments of 
undiscovered worlds, mixing ethnic parts and instruments, natural sounds, wet 
loops and forgotten languages") with a dark sophisticated album, subtle + 
gradually build tracks which slowly incorporate pulses, various sampled sounds 
ahd harmonies with mesmerizing effect... citing philosoph MICHEL FOUCAULT 
in one track ("L'Utopie Du Corps"), this has a very cinematic, hypnotic essence.. 
lim. 250 gatefold cover 

€12,00 

19 
DESPREZ, JOSQUIN - The Renaissance Master. 
Sacred music and Chansons 

3 x CD / book Harmonia Mundi HMX 
2904016.18 2021 

*Sublime Genie!* - beautiful choral Renaissance music for the 500th anniversary 
of JOSQUIN DESPREZ (2021), the Franco-Flemish composer, this is a 
collection of some of his most characteristic and sacred works, performed by 
various Choirs and Ensembles. Comes with a richly illustrated CD book (116 
pages), full colour, total playtime 3h 25 min 

€29,50 

20 
DEVIATION SOCIAL - At Hotel Utah San Francisco 31 
July 1982 

CD-box Impulsy Stetoskopu 054 2022 

re-issue of ultra rare cassette from 1982 by this Californian multi-media act, 
performing with help of MONTE CAZAZZA, historical industrial tunes with found 
sounds, high pitched noises and deranged beat box, along with spoken words, 
not to far from TG....- "The Recording is marred by some audience chatter, but 
comes across as a very solid performance. Some of the best live sounds from 
an American act are on display here. A true gem of early 80's industrial." - 
printed metal box, numbered 200 copies 

€13,00 

21 DI CROCE, NICOLA - Istruttiva Serie  LP Kohlhaas KHS 006 2015 

the Venice based architect and musician collected field recordings and mixed 
them powerfully with sounds from an acoustic guitar, in order to find new ways 
of experiencing a site... - *The listening and field recording practices lead 
together to a new perception of the environment, where the sound language 
becomes a narrative and design vehicle; fragments to be re-mixed as the 
essential tool for the understanding and the redefinition of the environment..* - 
great drone/noise/soundscapes, lim. 150 copies 

€16,00 

22 
DIMUZIO, THOMAS & ALAN COURTIS - Monk Style or 
Scream  

LP Monotype Records 
monoLP026 2017 

first collab by ex "REYNOLS" ALAN COURTIS and THOMAS DIMUZIO, who 
use each other's source material to create their own side-long track (" A Bare 
Bones Empty Skin"): secrectful drone noises in a swampland with muffled 
voices and other unrecognizable sound objects... lim. 300 copies on green 
transparent vinyl, BACK IN STOCK !  

€18,00 

23 DODSMASKIN - Fiende CD Cyclic Law 107th Cycle 2018 
"Fiende" is meant as a statement against "Industry 4.0" and Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), a contemporary version of the original, ambitious "industrial" idea, 
manifested in five heavy tracks... * DØDSMASKIN have aimed to develop a 

€13,00 
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sound palette that shifts between both droning and pulsating brutality that 
represents unstoppable forces in motion and bleak atmospheres that denote an 
age of growing futility and - ultimately - self-inflicted extinction..* - lim. 500  

24 DODSMASKIN - Ingenting  CD Cyclic Law 106th Cycle 2018 
"Death Machine Industrial" from Norway: DODSMASKINs (originally) first album 
(recorded already in 2015) which came out only in 2018 => noises from huge 
metallic objects, distorted roaring thunder drones, a true maelstrom of sluggish 
sounds, otherworldly and eerie.. - ed. of 300 copies 

€13,00 

25 
EMVOES ( = TINNITUS) - The return of.. or trying once 
more to build an Opera House 

MAG  Emvoes / Noise-Below 2023 

Greek magazine (English language) published by NICOLAS MALEVITSIS 
(NOISE-BELOW, EDITIONS ZERO), a kind of continuation to the ABSURD-
newsletter from the past: articles / interview: FALT label, SUPERPANG, COLIN 
WEBSTER, ALICE KEMP (!!), ANTHONY MILTON - Story of the San Miguel del 
Bala record, NEDA MEHRJOO (mail art), MIZI - Trials and Tributioans of 
releasing music .. 48 pages, comes with ALICE KEMP art postcard, 300 copies 
pressed, a must have/read!! 

€6,00 

26 EXIT ELECTRONICS - Learn the Hard Way CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 283-2 2023 
first release from a new solo project of JUSTIN BROADRICK (GODFLESH, 
JESU; JKFLESH..) who is indulging here competely in his love for grinding, 
granualr industrial beats and heavy rhythmic hypno - electronics.. 11 tracks 51+ 
min, 400 copies, 6 panel digipak 

€13,00 

27 FABRIS, FRANCESCO & BEN FROST - Vakning  LP Room40 RM4175 2023 

fascinating recordings (very close) from vulcanic eruptions in Iceland, unfolding 
like exploding bubbles or broken glass...- *These recordings, captured at close 
range, exist at a nexus where liquid rock becomes solid. They capture moments 
of transformation, of obliteration and of creation, often all at once..* .- Australian 
born BEN FROST is known as prolific film composer (for example for "Dark" / 
Netflix) and lives in Iceland.. BLACK vinyl ed. + DL card 

€27,50 

28 FEINE TRINKERS BEI PINKELS DAHEIM - Xenoglossie MC Grubenwehr Freiburg 
GW/FR:38 2023 

"Tonstörung bei Psychosen' - FTBPDH is back with new material, inspired by 
strange psychic phenomena that look like paranormal or extrasensory 
capabilities; *Industrial, Droneing Synths, Obscure Sound Samples and 
Mechanical Rhythms.* - C-40, lim. 50, numbered, comes with b/w printed cover 

€8,50 

29 FERRARI, LUC / GOL - Exercises d'Improvisation LP Planam / ferragol 15 2010 

a composition from the legacy of LUC FERRARI, composed in 1977, seven 
"exercises" or improvisations for tape and instruments => as it was never 
performed before, in 2010 the GOL ensemble and BRUNHILD FERRARI 
(electronics) recorded these 7 pieces, *from a more meditative form, the music 
turns into free mental spiraling sections to finally culminate in a live musique 
concrete drama..* - lim. 350 copies, excellent artwork + inlay with full score, 
LAST COPIES in stock  

€21,50 

30 
GERMAN ARMY - Passage Through Selk'nam Hain 
Ceremony  

do-LP L.I.E.S. Records LIES 
167 2021 

epic double LP album by the West Coast duo who established their very own 
style, percussive, hypnotic, full of unusual sounds and arrangements..- *The 
prolific group once again explores the freaked out fringes of the electronic world 
where blown out beat experiments stand beside buried guitar twangs, synth 
drones, and rigged textures, conjuring images of barren landscapes from 
forgotten far away lands. This is an album that you need to sink your mind deep 
into.* - comes with fold out poster! 

€32,00 

31 GERMAN ARMY - Pyura Chilensis MC Luce Sia 028 2017 
last copies of a rare cassette-only release by the remarkable US duo with their 
"exoto-percussive industrial" style, 10 tracks, C-40, 60 copies, numbered, 
professional cover & tape  

€9,50 

32 GOLVET, ALIENOR - Point, Line, Surface CD Ferns Recordings 
stem_18 2023 

first CD for this female sound-artist focused on interactive sound systems, who 
studies at IRCAM. "My composition process is intuitive and personal. The 
recordings I use are of the following nature : souvenirs of lost moments, 
recordings of natural and urban empty spaces, microphone and object 
manipulation, deformed voices, non-expertly played instruments, resonances." - 
lim. 100 copies only, to discover ! 

€13,00 

33 GREINKE, JEFF - Over Ruins / Moving Climates CD Raum 312 - CD RAUM07 1996 

we got some original copies of this ambient classic, in fact two cassettes that 
were released already in 1985 and 1986 and belong to his earliest works; 
recorded with "low budget equipment"... based on analogue electronics / synths, 
guitar, voice and tapes, slow and hypnotic blurry audio-landscapes appear and 
disappear, like clouds in the sky, all with a mysterious "ancient" organic touch.. 

€10,00 
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34 
GUSTAFSSON, MATS & NORDWALL, JOACHIM - Their 
Power reached across Space and Time - to defy them 
was Death or Worse 

LP Thrill Jockey THRILL 577 2023 

a highly creative Swedish instrumental + electronics meeting: M. 
GUSTAFSSON: different Saxophones, Flute, Reeds; J: NORDWALL: Synths, 
Tapes, Effects = > *The duo creates a sense of vast, three-dimensional auditory 
expanses---Gustafsson and Nordwall push their instruments to the limit, almost 
mirroring the title of the record by "reaching across space and time* - black vinyl, 

€29,50 

35 HATTIFNATTAR - Watcher of the Skies CD Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-47 2023 

as a side project of VIOLENT SHOGUN, this first album of HATTIFNATTAR 
really crosses genre-borders, incoporating more silent field recordings and 
object sounds of unknown nature...- *Organic sounds are twisting, voices 
mangling out of shape, textures frying, nothing seems to be what it is. 
Electromagnetic interference hum from the radio transmitter is the only 
grounding factor to reality. Everything is hidden in details.* 

€12,50 

36 HAYNES, JIM - Inauspicious  LP Helen Scarsdale 
HMS073LP 2023 

masterful new album by the Californian noise-ambient "decay process" droner 
and drowner...- two side-long tracks filled with industrial energy and moving 
forwards like lava, the sound comes from "motors, electronics, shortwave radio, 
found objects"...lim. 200, comes with 12" x 12" 8 page colour booklet on heavy 
paper; definitely on our favourite albums of the year 2023 !! 

€22,50 

37 HECKER, TIM - No Highs  CD Kranky krank239  2023 

the new T. HECKER album feat. COLIN STETSON, described as "Anti-
Relaxant", pulls you subtly down with its emotional suction and depth, 
sometimes almost orchestral, sometimes very slow and melancholic....- *Morse 
code pulse programming flickers like distress signals while a gathering storm of 
strings, noise, and low-end looms in the distance. Processed electronics shiver 
and shudder against pitch-shifting assemblages of crackling voltage, mantric 
horns, and cathedral keys* - CD version digip. 

€14,50 

38 HOLLYWOOD DREAM TRIP - Second Album  CD Black Rose Recordings 
BRCD23-1022 2023 

the project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN and CELER (WILL LONG) with their 
second somnambulant collaboration, recorded and mixed in Heemann's studio 
in Aachen in 2013... a 42+ min. movement - *It's not as relaxing as it could have 
been, which is good. This has all the markings of a live-in-the-studio recording, 
not trying to smooth things out too much. I enjoyed this work a lot, especially for 
that direct, in-your-face quality* [FdW/Vital Weekly] - lim. 200 copies only, cover 
painting by C. HEEMANN  

€13,00 

39 IRISARRI, RAFAEL ANTON - Peripeteia (clear) LP DAIS Records 
DAIS150LPC1 2020 

first IRISARRI album for DAIS, now also using vocal & choir material along with 
electric guitars and overdriven sounds for his deeply dark and emotional oceanic 
ambience...- *Irisarri explores deep smeared textures of noise, mortar and 
drone. Shuffles of steps, echoes of a choir, and cavernous reverberations of 
shuddering strings are fused, plastered, and drowned in a soaring cathedral of 
sound...* [Headphone Commute] - CLEAR vinyl version now in stock, lim. 500  

€24,00 

40 JARL - Isolation Colours CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 302-2 2023 

similar as on the recent CLARICE JENSEN album, this connnects different 
COLOURS with moods and sounds, seven tracks with the known irresistible, 
high class electronic hypno wave drones... - *here named as Circle 1- 7 which 
[sic] each represents one colour and what sense and mood that colour can 
bring. Here focusing on isolation as the title of the album refers to..* - lim, 300 
copies, excellent SUBconscious cover art too  

€13,00 

41 JECK, PHILIP & CHRIS WATSON - Oxmardyke CD Touch -Tone 83 2023 

PHILIP JECK died in March 2022, in January of the same year, already in 
hospital, he worked on the sound files provided by CHRIS WATSON for this 
collaboration, recorded around "Oxmardyke rail crossing" (near humber 
estuary)... a great last work, 9 tracks, The Quietus Album of the Week 15th June 
2023; large format DVD package 

€17,00 

42 JOHN, JOANNA - No End LP Bocian Records BC-JO 2020 

"the illusive feeling of altered states of consciousness" - first promising LP from 
Polish (visual) artist JOANNA JOHN, slow & dreamy hypnotic / repetetive 
electronic vibes and pulses.. - * using half-heard vocals, treacly pulses, and a 
mix of spacious synths and floating organ tones to connote the para-
dimensional logic of heavy-lidded, intoxicated mindframes..*. - 300 copies 

€18,00 

43 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - The Man who never was  7" 
Anomalous Records AN-
01 / Robot Records RR 
13 

1996 
we could get some very last copies of this early E.K.single with two exclusive 
pieces recorded already in 1992 with "LADY LOOP" (Elke Skelter) who also did 
the artwork; it the very first release on the legendary Seattle based 
ANOMALOUS Records run by ERIC LANZILLOTTA... covers got some signs of 

€8,00 
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aging, but records are MINT; incl. insert 

44 KONRAD KRAFT - Nifbin Circle  LP Auf Abwegen aatp90 2023 

fourth album by the long active (since 1980) electronic producer from 
Düsseldorf, using I PAD app sounds as basic structures, melodic and minimally 
constructed.. - "There is a great interplay of percussive moments and slightly 
melancholic melodies... crackling and melodic pads create a slightly dark-
melancholic atmosphere... KRAFT creates a very unique and idiosyncratic form 
of abstract electro-pop, whose "rudimentary melodies" are convincing." (African 
Paper). - lim. 112 copies VIOLET vinyl  

€23,00 

45 LAMI, GIOVANNI - Monumento Fiume  LP Kohlhaas KHS 023 2023 

a kind of sound study using the sounds of the "anthropic landscape" of 
Cotignola (Ravenna, Italy), as result of an artist residency, the 'memory' and 
character of a certain region is transfered and condensed into electronic 
sounding structures, atmosperic hissing and animal sounds are present, it's a 
magic dimension of human and more than human sounds, a meeting point of 
the "hyper-real" and "sur-real".. - lim. 300 ORANGE vinyl  

€18,00 

46 LEACH, MARY JANE - Woodwind Multiples LP Modern Love LOVE 125 2023 

four instrumental drone pieces for multi-layered expanses of one certain 
instrument: 4 bass flutes, 9 oboes, 9 clarinets, 7 bassoons...- very pure, organic, 
meditative..- *Each piece works closely with the unique sound of each 
instrument, combining pitches that create other, sometimes unexpected, tones, 
primarily combination and interference tones, as well as rhythmic patterns. What 
you hear is what happens naturally -- there is no processing or manipulation.* - 
lim. 500 clear vinyl  

€30,00 

47 LOKOMOTIV S.S. - same CD-box Impulsy Stetoskopu 048 2015 

re-issue of rare cassette from 1985 by this project from BRIAN LADD, who got 
well known with his industrial project BLACKHOUSE later; this is the only 
release under this name, with hypnotic old school industrial tunes .... - "Clever 
segue of train-inspired rhythms into a a noise/industrial setting." [Cipher Prod] - 
comes in black printed metal box, with sticker, numbered ed. 200, very heavy, 
nice design !! 

€15,00 

48 LOSCIL - Clara  CD Kranky KRANK231 2021 

latest full LOSCIL album on Kranky, special concept:: *a stunning meditation on 
light, shade, and decay, sourced from a single three-minute composition 
performed by a 22-piece string orchestra in Budapest ... Despite their limited 
palette, the compositions summon a sense of the infinite, swelling and 
swimming through luminous depths. Certain tracks percolate over narcoleptic 
metronomes while others slowdive in shimmering shadowplay, sounding at 
times like some noir music of the spheres.*  

€18,00 

49 MAMA BÄR / SUPERROR - Ko(s)mische Materie MC Grubenwehr Freiburg 
GW/FR:32 2023 

lim. three way split C-40 tape with SUPERROR ("No harmony, no melody, no 
compromise!") who presents strange amorph backwards noises, the notorious 
MAMA BÄR, ("Schwarze Galle") with a kind of industrial blues song (yes a real 
SONG), and on the B-Side a long remix of Side A by GRODOCK; professional 
tape / cover / duplication, comes with J-card  

€8,00 

50 MIMETIC - Where we will never go  CD Hymen Records Y810 2013 

the latest full length album of JEROME SOUDAN's solo project (also known as 
VON MAGNET drummer) with a wide blend of electronic, atmospheric, often 
rhythmic styles and diverse guest musicians, plus remixes i.e. by MIKA 
VAINIO... - "this album showcases a multitude of tempers where jerome soudan 
finds the perfect balance between soothing, spectral and impulsive moods, 
embedded in a breathtaking wide range of dynamics* - 15 tracks, 72+ minutes, 
special offer now ! 

€8,50 

51 
MODELBAU / GERALD FIEBIG & WILLIAM ROSSI - 
same 

MC 
Grubenwehr Freiburg 
GFAC1003 / Attenuation 
Circuit 

2023 

a full C-90 (recycled tape) with a great new one-tracker "New Signal Page" from 
MODELBAU (dense low fi dronings with micro detail levels...) which runs for 
almost 44 min., the B-Side holds two obscure collab tracks from GERALD 
FIEBIG and W. ROSSI, with sensual movements of quiet instrumental sounds 
and harmonic synths, combined with more noisy feedbackin' analogue 
electronics, sometimes going into harsh noise attacks, a bit weird and 
improvised, too... wow! - lm. 50, prof. printed cover 

€8,50 

52 MOLJEBKA PVLSE - The Distant Past Resound  CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 293-2 2023 
epic ambient one-tracker (74+ min., three movements) with beautiful harp, piano 
and double bass harmony parts from guests ISABEL F., KRIS KULDKEPP and 
HARA ALONSO.. - *outlined in a very expressive way so as to release a whole 

€13,00 
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palette of colors, moods and emotions from the sound matter, allowing you to 
lose yourself even deeper with each subsequent listening...* - lim. 300, 6 panel 
digipak  

53 MULO MUTO - Decomposing Cacophonies CD Luce Sia 052 2018 

recommended album of this Swiss drone-noise duo => inspired by the cycle of 
life and how matter decomposes, they come extremely slow from smooth, 
dreamy & quiet droning parts into violent monumental noise-droning ecstasy 
and destruction, similar to some older MAEROR TRI works... - *We live to die in 
order to let other beings live. We die to live in order to let other beings die.... an 
intense and powerful ode to putrefaction.* - CD digipack 66+ playtime, lim. 150 c 

€12,00 

54 
MURMER - Periodic Exercises in (f)utility [homework 
2016-2022] 

do-CD Kokeshidisk / taalem - 
kodi 14 2023 

a collection of pieces published the last 7 years, most appeared in taalem's 
excellent online "Homework" series at the end of a year => awesome field and 
object recording "ambience" (like sounds from harbours, water, grain, oil, nylon 
strings..) with the special emotional touch and sensitivity..- *His field recordings 
are usually entirely obscured, which adds to the beauty of it all. Murmer uses 
quite a bit of filtering and prefers darker sounds... * [Vitai Weekly] - lim. 250 
gatefold sleeve, 4 p booklet 

€15,00 

55 MUSLIMGAUZE - Martyr Shrapnel  do-LP I Shall Sing Until My 
Land Is Free SONG 11 2023 

*2012’s ‘Martyr Shrapnel’ was released by The Muslimgauze Preservation 
Society as part of their mission to bring unreleased material from Bryn Jones’s 
vaults to light in the wake of his death at the end of the Nineties. Consisting of 
material recorded between 1996 and 1998 it’s characterised by deep, liquid 
bass and inventively arranged vocal snippets that show Muslimgauze to have 
been an early progenitor of dubstep.* [Norman Rec] - lim  400 

€32,00 

56 M.B. - Symphony for a Genocide  LP Rotorelief ROTOR0044 2015 
re-issue of the one of the most famous "industrial" albums of the musical history 
(original released by Sterile Rec. in 1981): 'The past punishment is the 
inevitable blindness of the present' ; lim. 500 on battle green & black vinyl, 
numbered.. BACK IN STOCK, last copies! 

€23,00 

57 M.B. / COALMINER + ALLIES - Antimateria  LP Grubenwehr Freiburg 
GW/FR 37 2023 

split LP with two new M.B. pieces on one side, and four COALMINER (= scream 
noise duo from the Phillipines!) tracks feat. diverse collaboration guests on the 
other side: TORTURING NURSE (Shanghai), RICHARD RAMIREZ; GNAW 
THEIR TONGUES; UNSIGNIFIED DEATH + TOSHIIJI MIKAWA; extreme 
monolithic noise and extreme minimal ambience as daily practises for aural 
awareness! - comes on different coloured vinyl, each lim. 100 - our copies 

€20,00 

58 N [58] & TZESNE - Sismo  LP Denovali Records - DEN 
339 2023 

*the third collaborative record with the Basque artist Tzesne, this time focusing 
on one long track twisting guitar lines with field recordings Tzesne made at Baix 
Vinalopó. At this place, there seems to be a deep ongoing melancholia; life 
seems to have stopped or is only able to go on in a slow motion that is barely 
noticeable ...* - wonderful drone resonances with lots of natural and electronic 
hissing.. - 100 copies, YELLOW vinyl  

€33,50 

59 N [87] - Tremonia LP Denovali Records - DEN 
340 2023 

TREMONIA is a place under the row of 17 railway bridges in Dortmund, 
Germany, the hometown of HELLMUT NEIDHARDT aka *N* : => using field 
recordings from this site ("those bridges are played by the trains..") and 
transmitting them through an amp, he simultaneously adds his typcical mind-
expanding guitar drones.. great concept, three tracks, lim. 100 copies only !! 

€33,50 

60 
NOISE RECEPTOR JOURNAL - Issue No. 11 (August 
2023)  

mag Noise Receptor 
(Australia) 2023 

the Australian industrial mag: AFIRAN IMPERIAL WIZARD, LETUM, 
ULVTHARM (MZ.412), JAMES LIGHT, CULT OF YOUTH, LINEKRAFT live + 
interview, CLUTCH live, 40 + reviews, about 100 pages oversized A5+ format, 
perfect bound 'glue bound spine' + prof. printed, print run: 600 copies 

€13,00 

61 NURSE WITH WOUND - Bar Maldoror  do-LP Rotorelief ROTOR 0080 2023 

luxus re-issue of the live album from 1991, collecting performance material from 
the 80's when NWW only performed eight times, feat. DAVID TIBET, DIANA 
ROGERSON, JOHN BALANCE, ANNIE ANXIETY, and others... Side D has two 
bonus tracks, comes w. silver metallic gatefold cover, with 4 panels of new 
artwork, lim.700, numbered and sealed, BLACK vinyl  

€40,00 

62 
O'MALLEY / PATERAS - Sept Duos pour Guitare 
Acoustique & Piano prepare  

do-LP Shelter Press - SP146 2023 
very sparse and atonal music with room for every tone and sound that 
appears... a metallic and bell-like sounding prepared piano in interaction with 
acoustic ("just-intoned") string notes, very near, intimate and concrete and full of 
overtones.. - "a distinctive landscape of chiming tones and hovering clouds of 

€30,50 
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resonance explored throughout its one-hour running time." - 7 movements, 
etching on Side D 

63 
O'ROURKE - Hands That Bind (Original Motion Picture 
Soundtrack)  

LP Drag City 2023 

Soundtrack to the movie of the same name by KYLE ARMSTRONG ('prairie 
gothic' tale of down-on-the-farm horror' north in Canada): "Jim O’Rourke’s 
soundtrack is perfectly calibrated to this unforgiving space squashed between 
parched fields and blown-out sky. His palette - detuned piano, watery 
vibraphone, and a muted, amorphous shimmer that might be harmonium or 
synthesizer - matches the film’s dusty tones of beige and pewter and mobile-
home brown" - comes in nice gatefold cover  

€27,50 

64 OLD CASTLE - Artwork 51 CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 273-2 2022 
third album from the psychedelic electro trio formed by RAPOON, PAS 
MUSIQUE and PROMUTE, shining & bubbling technoid expanses meet with 
Kraut influences ("echoes of CLUSTER, DEUTER or NEU) and weird sounds, 
for a colourful listening experience... 7 tracks, 6 panel digipak, 350 copies  

€13,00 

65 
OLIVEROS, PAULINE & REYNOLS - Half a Dove in 
New York, Half a Dove in Buenos Aires 

LP Smalltown Sujpersound 
STSLJN407LP 2022 

"Micro / Macro Wind Dance" - THE REYNOLS and PAULINE OLIVEROS met 
for the first time in Buenos Aires in the 90's, when all band-members played as 
a serenade on her departure on brass instruments for the first time..- 
thesrecordings here where created through a "Live Netcast" between New York 
and Buenos Aires on August 27th 1999..- "How wonderful it is to be embraced 
by young people of South America." - two side-long pieces, each 22+ min long 

€28,00 

66 P16.D4 - DISTRUCT  CD Sonoris SNS-23CD 2022 

This was the second LP from 1984 by the radical German expermental 
collective, a mail-art / tape exchange project that began already in 1982, using 
material from NURSE WITH WOUND, DIE TÖDLICHE DORIS, NOCTURNAL 
EMISSIONS, BLADDER FLASK, THE HATERS, MERZBOW and anonymous 
material, mixing and recycling it with their own noises in a completely analog 
way... - finally a CD re-issue of this legendary LP ! 

€13,00 

67 P16.D4 - Kühe in 1/2 Trauer CD Sonoris SNS-22CD 2022 

first LP from early 1984 (Selektion SLP03) by the most radical German 
collective around RALF WEHOWSKY, using all kinds of sound sources and all 
kinds of analog techniques to create 'a form of sound art that was much more 
profound, varied, subversive, and potentially dangerous' (The Sound Projector) - 
*Arrhythmic and amorphous and capable at moments of becoming quite noisy 
and abrasive, while at others far more somber and quiet, Kuhe in 1/2 Trauer is 
quite a fascinating release.* [AMG] 

€13,00 

68 
PALESTINE, C. - DINGGGDONGGGDINGGGzzzzzzz 
ferrrr SSSOFTTT DIVINI TIESSSSS!!!!!!!!!  

LP Blank Forms Editions BF-
064 2023 

two mesmerizing works for carillon (the keyboard-controlled bell tower derived 
from the 16th century), so far unpublished / for the first time on vinyl : a brand 
new studio piece from 2023 on Side A, on Side B a recording performed on the 
bells of St. Thomas Episcopal Church in 2018 as eulogy for TONY CONRAD, at 
the place where both met for the first time ! - mastered by STEPHAN MATHIEU 

€27,50 

69 
PALESTINE, C. & SIMONE FORTI - Meditative Sound 
Environments  

LP Alga Marghen plana-PF 
31VocSon161 2021 

unreleased recordings from 1971, created in improvisation at the same time 
when the performance for "Illuminations" happened.. shimmering drones, female 
voice, ethereal atmosphere, a nostalgic low fi flair.. verr nice ! - *all of a sudden 
they were doing a new kind of jamming together. everybody in the audience 
loved it because it was so dreamy and they found amazing how a man and a 
woman can act in that strange, very dreamlike oriental way as in trance..* - lim. 
365 copies  

€21,50 

70 PRIMITIVE WINGS - Morphosis CD Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-56 2023 

first promising album of the new project from JAAKKO VANHALA, a well known 
figure of the Finnish experimental underground scene (ZOÄT-AON, I.CORAX) 
with links to the AURAL HYPNOX label... sophisticated noise with a certain 
"archaic" feel.. - *a highly evocative album, bringing into mind vivid flashes of 
something primal, perhaps from the prehistoric past. At the same time it’s very 
raw, but without being utterly harsh..*  

€12,50 

71 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Opus 17 do-LP Alga Marghen plana-R 
alga045 2021 

another great studio work previously unreleased: OPUS 17 from 1970, 
consisting of 5 long 'scenes', was her last work composed from feedback and 
'found sound' (long tape-loops) material; premiered on May 23rd, 1970 at an art 
festival in Verderonne (France) where everyone was dressed in white sleeves 
note: EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH - available again as re-mastered re-press, 
lim. 300  €36,00 
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72 RADIGUE, ELIANE / CHARLES CURTIS - Naldjorlak  do-CD Saltern SLT-008 2023 

re-issue of the rare CD from 2008 (Shiiin) with a live recording of RADIGUE's 
first piece for an acoustic instrument (Cello), performed by CHARLES CURTIS 
in Sept. 2006 at Notre-Dame in Paris; now with an additional version (Los 
Angeles 2020) on CD 2... comes with: "fold-out poster insert with a reproduction 
of Radigue's never-before-published original drawing of Naldjorlak and liner 
notes packaged in two O-cards.."  

€29,00 

73 RESIDUAL - Forcing the End mCD box Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-55 2023 

new Finnish "material noise" based on object sounds and electronics, extreme 
but with lots of details... 4 tracks in metal can, with insert and silk screen printed 
cloth patch.. *This 3"CD is bursting of energy and is filled with highest caliber of 
electrifying junk driven harsh noise*  

€11,50 

74 REYNOLS - Minecxio Greatest No Hits LP Beat Generation BEAT 
99 2023 

a compilation through their career celebrating the 30th anniversary => 
REYNOLS have established their own unique sound also due to the fact that 
their drummer + singer MIIGUEL TOMASIN has down syndrome and breaks 
many existing musical "rules".. (the way of singing, inventing new words, etc..).. 
- "his name appears mentioned in diverse books of neuroscience and 
neurodiversity" - comes with fold out insert, on the Spanish BEAT Generation l 

€26,00 

75 RLW / RICHARD FRANCIS - R  CD Auf Abwegen aatp88 2023 

many years ago RICHARD FRANCIS (ew Zealand) released as ESO STEEL a 
fine EP in our 7" series (DR-49, 2001) with amorphous, mysterious dronings, 
only 22 years later this collaboration with RLW sees the daylight, based on 
sessions they did in 2013 when R. FRANCIS had a scholarship in 
WORPSWEDE, northern Germany.. => analog and digital sounds merge, 
guding you through minimal landscapes of micro-noises; from two masters of 
'sidetone awareness' compositions..  

€13,00 

76 SAND - Golem (clear) LP Rotorelief ROTOR0006 2017 

re-issue of legendary psychedelic/experimental Krautrock-album from 1974; 
front-cover painting by BABS SANTINI (re-make of the original cover); 
lim/numbered 300 copies on CLEAR vinyl, this is the latest existing pressing. - 
*Golem is as uncharacteristic of Krautrock as it is of the rest of Sand’s catalog, 
which would largely become more proto-industrial, roping in factory field 
recordings and ambient noise to their sound..* [Raven Sings the Blues] €25,00 

77 SAND - Vibrating Cloud CD Rotorelief ROTOR0069 
CD 2020 

finally in stock, the latest album by the German Kraut / Psych / Kosmische / 
Experimental legends, celebrating their 50th anniversary with 10 NEW tracks, 
plus 6 tracks that are remakes of older classics; - * Over 5 decades Sand is a 
timeless narrative machine full of pictures and scenarios, each title a unique 
piece that stands alone. * - DVD sized digipak, numbered ed. 500 copies 

€18,50 

78 SCATTERWOUND - T.L. (Trilogy Live)  3 x CD set Midira Records - MIDIRA 
067 2023 

HELLMUT "N" NEIDHARDT and DIRK SERRIES in full length concert 
collaborations, three performances from three festivals 2017-2019 (Platzhirsch, 
Roadburn, Moving Noises), slow moving guitar drones as sculpturals, psycho-
active figurations... lim. 150 copies only - reverse board printed sleeve / 6 panel 
digisleeve 

€26,00 

79 SHEFFIELD, COLIN ANDREW - Don't ever let me know LP Auf Abwegen aatp84 2023 

sounds from the city of EL PASO (TX) where Sheffield and his father were born, 
build the (sample) basis for this stunning, mostly abstract sounding LP: *A 
soundscape of a city, abstract it is, that feels like a sonic journey through the 
city, as seen through a mildly distorted lens. Sheffield applies collage-like 
techniques, and to stay with the analogy of the city, a hard cut is like turning a 
corner; the scenery might change completely. Dark at times, intense always..* - 
lim. 200 copies, spot tone print 

€20,00 

80 SIGURTA, LUCA - Warm Glow CD Monotype Records 
mono094 2015 

Experimental Electronica from this Italian composer, ranging from fragmented 
sounds and tones to song-oriented arrangements with female vocals, 
harmonies, warm and emotional. you might hear glimpses of FENNESZ shining 
through.. - *a sort of very original trip-noise-hop ambient; melodies with a 
remarkable melancholic feel and beautiful digital/analog sounds shows all the 
potential of his music... * - special offer now ! 

€7,00 

81 
STATISCHE MUSEN - Diskretion .Funktionsmusik Für 
Verrichtungsboxen 

CD Auf Abwegen aatp91 2023 
new project (=Anagram) of ASMUS TIETCHENS, less micro-tonal and more 
clear structured tones, ambience with a "stimulating" effect, the story goes this is 
music for "intercourse boxes" in Hamburg.... - "The music is more ambient here, 
with more transparent sound, complex layers, and a bit of what is probably not a 

€13,50 
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synthesizer but an abundance of sound effects." [Vital Weekly] 

82 THE NEW BOYFRIENDS - 1 & 2  do-CD Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-58 2023 

*Analog Sauna' - the Finnish duo with members of APRAPAT and MOGAO, 
'handmade' mechanical and material / object noise, feedbacks, crunching, 
creaking.. two men at hard work creating a special form of almost non-electronic 
harsh noise! Re-issue of the two sold out cassettes from 2020 with recordings 
made in Oulu 

€15,00 

83 TILLY, THOMAS - Codex Amphibia (Phonotaxis)  CD + booklet Aposiopese APO 015 2021 

where SCIENCE and SOUND-ART meets: recordings from frogs during their 
"explosive breeding" phase, captured in French Guyana, in collaboration with 
the French National Center for Scientific Research => field recordings from frogs 
from different places, with additional electronics patterns... seven tracks with 
"unprocessed Phonography", but also with additional electronics are presented, 
together with a 24 page; very nice release from this prolific French composer 

€16,50 

84 TRICOLI, VALERIO - Say Goodbye to the Wind CD Shelter Press SP139 2022 
newest work by the gifted Italian composer known for his great "Misery Lares" 
album, musique concrete collages with emotional depth, the title is inpired by a 
J:G.BALLARD story... feat. IDA TONINATO, he reaches the same intensitiy as 
for example. LIONEL MARCHETTI.. - lim. 500 copies, special cover 

€18,50 

85 
VICENTE-SANDOVAL, DAFNE / LARS PETTER HAGEN 
- Minos Circuit  

LP Portraits GRM 
SPGRM006LP 2023 

the new INA GRM series dedicated to contemporary electro-acoustic & 
experimental music continues: DAFNE VICENTE-SANDOVAL with a study, 
exploration and deconstruction of the Bassoon (=Fagott), using lots of its natural 
feedback and resonances.... LARS PETTER HAGEN focuses on the material of 
RICHARD STRAUSS "Metamorfosen" and it's fragments and fringes, performed 
by a 4 piece violin / viola ensemble: "the power of music lies at its fringes, that 
is, at the edge of its own disappearance." 

€20,00 

86 
VIDNA OBMANA - Dante Trilogy : Tremor ° Spore ° 
Legacy 

3 x CD  Zoharum - ZOHAR 288-2 2023 

the three Relapse / Release Ent. albums (2001-2003) marked a new impressive 
and daring direction for V.O., being more percussive + experimenal, with 
contributions from STEVEN WILSON and STEVE VON TILL (NEUROSIS), and 
focused on DANTEs *Inferno* poetry,.. guitars, electronic rhythms, strong ethno 
influences (flutes), spoken word passages.. - "das ist post-industrieller, 
abgründiger dark ambient mit überraschenden Stilmerkmalen.." [Drone Rec. 
info] - lim. 300, 8 panel digipak 

€20,00 

87 
VIDNA OBMANA & PBK - Monument of Empty Colours 
+ Depression and Ideal  

do-CD  Zoharum - ZOHAR 275-2 2022 

in the long release history of VIDNA OBMANA there were few collaborations 
with PBK (Phillip B. Klingler), the first two ones recorded 1988 + 1989 appeared 
as cassettes and showed in this combination a more experimental and dark 
ambient side, slowly moving long form undulations, and fully resonating ambient 
noise, between beauty and darkness... - 6 panel double CD digipak, 400 copies 

€16,50 

88 VOICE OF EYE - Anthology Three do-CD BOX Black Mara BM-36 2021 

collector's item !! - we could grab some last copies of this rare double CD box 
release, the third part of unreleased recordings from the VOE archive, 18 tracks 
recorded 1996-1998 (after the "Transmigration" album was released), plus two 
from 2004; - comes in a beautiful handpainted wooden box (glow in the dark), 
completely handmade, incl. 4 art cards, a clay pendant with crystal, a Palo 
Santo stick.. * Almost all of these pieces are improvisations without overdubs 
using a variety of traditional, world* 

€59,00 

89 
V.A. - Coilectif. In Memory ov John Balance and 
Homage to COIL 

CD Rotorelief 
ROTORCD0001 2006 

the 'French' homage to Jhon Balance and first release for this label - exclusive / 
new composed material from : ETANT DONNES, PACIFIC231, DDAA, NLC, 
VIVENZA, DESACCORD MAJEUR, ILITCH, PALO ALTO, JAC BERROCAL, etc 
- incl. quotes from the artists and an essay from Jean-Marc Vivenza : 'Meditation 
sur la mort'; gatefold card sleeve, 4 page insert, lim. 1000, back in stock ! €14,50 

90 V.A. - Musical Offering ("Музыкальное Приношение") CD Cold Spring CSR326CD 2023 

historic recordings (1971) made with the fascinating Soviet AMS synth (you can 
'draw' music wiithout notes) from contemporary Russian composers ALFRED 
SCHNITTKE, EDWARD ARTIEMIEV (Tarkowsky film music was produced on 
the ANS! ), E. DENISOV, O. BOLUSHKIN, and SOFIA GUBAIDULINA: 
*MUSICAL OFFERING demonstrates a 'musical' machine unlike any other and 
has long fascinated cutting edge, modern electronic composers, notably COIL 
and THE ANTI GROUP (TAGC) / CLOCK DVA..." - re-issue of LP from 1991!! 

€15,00 

91 V.A. - The Last Dossier  CD Impulsy Stetoskopu 055 2022 a compilation with earliest Polish industrial experiments (from early 80's to early €10,00 
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90's), presented by the Archive Of Polish Industrial Music: names are probably 
unknown but the true "beginner" spirit is important and astonishing: ARTUR R. 
SZTUKALSKI, ARS SONITUS, K. KUDLA, The RED SHOES, RANA.. *Not 
every track is a winner, but overall an interesting historical document." [FdW / 
Vital Weekly] - 100 copies pressed only ! 

92 V.A. - XKatedral Anthology Series II do-LP XKathedral - X K 023 2023 

"An Anthology Of Slowly Evolving Timbral Music" - unreleased pieces from the 
archives 2018-2020: KALI MALONE, JESSICA EKOMANE; MATS 
ERLANDSSON, THEODOR KENTROS; WILMA HULTEN, MARIA W. HORN.. * 
"This collection of pieces focuses on the use of synthetic sound and algorithmic 
composition languages as tools for precise work within the realm of spectral 
exploration* - comes on orange vinyl, lim. 500, sold out at label already ! 

€45,00 

93 WANKE, RICCARDO DILLON - Cuts LP Three:four Records 
TFR028 2015 

remarkable album by this Italian born musician, writer and teacher who lives in 
Lisbon, Portugal, he just published a book entitled "Sound in the Ecstatic-
Materialist Perspective on Experimental Music " => CUTS with 6 tracks is filled 
with repetitive electronic structures, combined with melancholic vocals and 
inspired by South American literature (JULIO CORTAZAR, ROBERTO 
BOLANO, JUAN CARLOS ONETTI)....something special unfolds... - comes with 
DL code for bonus material ! 

€19,50 

94 WHETHAM, SIMON - InTolerance CD Kohlhaas KHS 010 2017 

*S.WHETHAM has developed a characteristic practice of working with sound 
recordings as raw materials for composition and performance. These are often 
environmental sounds he has captured employing a variety of methods and 
techniques, in order to reveal discreet or obscured sonic phenomena...* - two 
long pieces with many passages, insprred by the notion of TOLERANCE, from 
various sites around the globe.. when "raw" sounds reveal a hidden beauty, 
think of TARAB, A.M.T., LA CASA.. lim. 200 7"cover 

€13,00 

95 WHITE STAINS - Singleminded Dualisms CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 296-2 2023 

WHITE STAINS, the group around CARL ABRAHAMSSON, was an interesting 
phenomenon, known for their collaboration wtih GENESIS P. ORRDIGE & 
PSYCHIC TV and their deep interested in occultism - their music ranged from 
Psych-Rock to expermental soundscapes... this collects all rare 7"es and one 
12" released on TOPYSCAN (Temple of Psychic Youth Scand.) and elsewhere, 
from 1987-1999; for the first time re-issed ! Lim. 300 - 6 panel digipak 

€13,00 

96 WINDEREN, JANA - The Blue Beyond LP Touch -Tone 78 2023 

two new sound installations in order to raise awareness for the environmental 
issues of our society: "Du Petit Risoud aux Profondeurs du Lac de Joux", and 
"The Art of Listening: Under Water" - containing fascinatinng Ocean and 
Underwater recordings, we had to think of LLYN Y CWN, CEDRIC 
PEYRONNET / TOY BIZARRE or YANNICK DAUBY's works,or the great 
UNFATHOMLESS and GRUENREKORDER labels... - comes w. gatefold cover 
and printed inlay  

€26,50 

97 WINER, LESLIE & VON HAUSSWOLFF, C.M.- 1 LP Monotype Records 
monoLP005 2015 

rare collaboration album of influentual artist and model LESLIE WINER with C.M 
VON HAUSSWOLFF, who gives subtle droning ground for her spoken word 
poetry, which is influences in content and tone from W.S BURROUGHS... 5 
tracks, gatefold cover  

€26,00 

98 Z'EV + JASON KAHN - Intervals CD Monotype Records 
mono032 2010 

this CD is the result of Z'EVs studio reworkings from two concerts with JASON 
KAHN held in Switzerland (Lausanne, Zürich) in 2009, enlarging the typical Z'EV 
sound with droning electronics and effects..- *the sounds are sometimes 
processed beyond recognition, resulting in a dark, ambient quality. Elsewhere, 
the music takes on an intriguing, lo-fi electronic characteristic anchored by quiet, 
high-pitch synth notes and percussion filtered through distortion effects* (H. 
Brown /Tokafi) - 2 tracks 47 min.  

€13,00 

99 
ZSOLT SORES - Astro-Noetic Chiasm (Ahad's Flux 
Worlds 2) 

LP Fourth Dimension 
Records FDLP136 2023 

Z SORES is an Hungarian experimental musician, curator, sound-artist, who 
worked with J:-H.PERON (FAUST), THANOS CHRYSAKIS and many more.. => 
this stunning 42 min. multi-layered electro-acoustic drone piece was performed 
live at "Ultraschall Berlin" in January 2022, feat. for example JUDITH HAMANN 
on Cello.... *In listening to Astro-Noetic Chiasm by Zsolt Sorés, one quickly has 
the impression that the sounds being heard are coming from an anomalous 
nowhere* - lim. 300 GREEN vinyl, DL code 

€20,00 
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RECENT ARRIVALS:  (will be featured en detail in the next Newsflash, but you can order already now, they are in stock or in stock in a few days!) :  
NIBLOCK, PHILL - Boston / Tenor / Index    LP  (Alga Marghen)  :  earliest works, never released before, feat. RHYS CHATHAM, MARTIN BOUCH, GREGROY REEVE (flute,  
                   voice, guitar, sax, viola)              €22,50 
V.A. - Stolen Symphony: FLUXUS & NEO-FLUXUS     do-LP  (Sub Rosa) : anthology of Fluxus pieces from the 60's until today, LA MONTE YOUNG, MILAN KNIZAK, HENNING  
           CHRISTIANSEN, etc..  comes w. 24 page booklet, lim. 400         €25,00                (do-CD version available, too)  
LASWELL, BILL & PETE NAMLOOK - Outland    6 x CD BOX    (Cold Spring) : re-issue of the five albums released 1994 - 2007 as OUTLAND, plus one new related B.  
                                                                               LASWELL album, in sturdy box              €47,50 
RAPOON - Skulls on the Plains of Turkey    CD   (Zoharum) :  slow & wide tribal electro beats, oriental sounding samples, synth trumpets in reverb, choirs, all appearing in a  
                                                                                state between dream and hypnosis...           €13,00 
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Faces in the Fire  (40th Anniversary ed.)     LP    (Play It Again Sam Records)       lim. 500                   €27,00 
new on  GLACIAL MOVEMENTS :   PUPILLO, MASSIMO - Our Forgotten Ancestors    CD :  the prolific founding member of ZU with a synth-driven, melancholic ambient solo 
album, apparently influenced by or as an homage to indigene cultures living in the coldest regions of the globe..     €16,00 
AWARE - Requiem for a dying Animal     CD  :   AWAREs second album is a mournful, impressive soundtrack to all the animals and species that had to die or were eradicated  
                  through the actions and influences of human mankind         €16,00 
BVDUB & NETHERWORLD - Equilibrium    CD :   their first official collaboration - inspired by the notion EQUILIBRIUM which means the state of complete balance inside a  
                                                                                 glacier...             €16,00 
new on VOD:  
THE FORCE DIMENSION .- Early Recordings 1985-89    4 x LP BOX    (with shirt and booklet)                                 95,-  
IN THE NURSERY  -   Recordings 1981-1999            7 x LP BOX (with shirt + booklet)    lim. 400 black                    145,- 
ALEX FERGUSSON  - Secret Recordings 1976-1989   5 x LP BOX    "works for Psychic TV, Alternative TV, Cash Pussies, Solo-Works.."     105,- 
                                        
pre orders:   (price to be announced)  
MUSLIMGAUZE -  The Extreme Years 1990-1994      9 x LP wooden box : five albums released on Australian's Extreme Records, for the first time on vinyl, lim. / numb. 222 on 
black vinyl, booklet     
R.  IRISARRI - Midnight Colours    LP :  re-mastered re-issue of much sought-after cassette-only release from 2018, comes in different vinyl colours 
NURSE WITH WOUND- Thunder Perfecdt Mind     3 x pic-LP  :  luxury edition of 1992 cult-album, with many unreleased, alternative versions and songs; lim. 300, + poster  
###################################### 
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